
Dear Mr. Trump -- Emergency Arrest Order Two

By Anna Von Reitz

You have received our first two Emergency Orders, including the first Emergency Arrest Order to 
arrest the Leadership of the Council on Foreign Relations.

It appears that this further and specific action is necessary to request and require you to arrest Bill
Gates and immediately confiscate all personal and private property of Bill Gates.

This heinous criminal has indulged in the deliberate engineering and enhancement of deadly 
viruses, including SARS viruses, polio, and nanobot technology, to undermine the health and well-
being of people throughout the world as a for-profit business enterprise.

He has aimed at creating pandemics and biological weapons to serve a mad vision of universal 
oppression leading to his own elevation and enrichment.

We have already seen the consequences of this play out in India and elsewhere, and are now 
suffering yet another Gates-related "experiment" via the Pirbright Institute, Wellcome Trust, 
DARPA, Pilgrim's Society, and the Worshipful Masters AI.

Joshua has come.

Please address Mr. Gates at your earliest opportunity. Make sure that he is rendered unable to 
carry forward any further harmful vaccine or ID agenda against our own or any other country's 
population. You may also seek international action against the rest of the players named above,
and arrest any of the members of the Pilgrim's Society or Worshipful Masters on our shores.

Please read the following summation of Mr. Gates' activities and the murderous harm he has done 
already. He is to be considered a World Enemy, presumptively and with probable cause, 
responsible for thousands of deaths and permanent disabilities.

Summary of the destruction already on the record:

From Robert F Kennedy Jr's Instagram post today:

"Vaccines, for Bill Gates, are a strategic philanthropy that feed his many vaccine-related 
businesses (including Microsoft’s ambition to control a global vac ID enterprise) and give him 
dictatorial control over global health policy—the spear tip of corporate neo-imperialism.

Gates’ obsession with vaccines seems fueled by a messianic conviction that he is ordained to save
the world with technology and a god-like willingness to experiment with the lives of lesser 
humans.Promising to eradicate Polio with $1.2 billion, Gates took control of India ‘s National 
Advisory Board (NAB) and mandated 50 polio vaccines (up from 5) to every child before age 5.
Indian doctors blame the Gates campaign for a devastating vaccine-strain polio epidemic that 
paralyzed 496,000 children between 2000 and 2017. In 2017, the Indian Government dialed back 
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Gates’ vaccine regimen and evicted Gates and his cronies from the NAB. Polio paralysis rates 
dropped precipitously.

In 2017, the World Health Organization reluctantly admitted that the global polio explosion is 
predominantly vaccine strain, meaning it is coming from Gates’ Vaccine Program. The most 
frightening epidemics in Congo, the Philippines, and Afghanistan are all linked to Gates’ vaccines.

By 2018, ¾ of global polio cases were from Gates’ vaccines.In 2014, the Gates Foundation funded 
tests of experimental HPV vaccines, developed by GSK and Merck, on 23,000 young girls in remote
Indian provinces. Approximately 1,200 suffered severe side effects, including autoimmune and 
fertility disorders. Seven died.

Indian government investigations charged that Gates funded researchers committed pervasive 
ethical violations: pressuring vulnerable village girls into the trial, bullying parents, forging consent
forms, and refusing medical care to the injured girls. The case is now in the country’s Supreme 
Court.

In 2010, the Gates Foundation funded a trial of a GSK’s experimental malaria vaccine, killing 151 
African infants and causing serious adverse effects including paralysis, seizure, and febrile 
convulsions to 1,048 of the 5,049 children.During Gates 2002 MenAfriVac Campaign in Sub-
Saharan Africa,

Gates operatives forcibly vaccinated thousands of African children against meningitis. Between 50-
500 children developed paralysis. South African newspapers complained, "We are guinea pigs for 
drug makers".

Nelson Mandela's former Senior Economist, Professor Patrick Bond, describes Gates' philanthropic 
practices as "ruthless" and immoral".

In 2010, Gates committed $ 10 billion to the WHO promising to reduce population, in part, through 
new vaccines. A month later Gates told a Ted Talk that new vaccines "could reduce population".
In 2014, Kenya's Catholic Doctors Association accused the WHO of chemically sterilizing millions of
unwilling Kenyan women with a phony "tetanus" vaccine campaign.

Independent labs found the sterility formula in every vaccine tested. After denying the charges, 
WHO finally admitted it had been developing the sterility vaccines for over a decade.

Similar accusations came from Tanzania, Nicaragua, Mexico and the Philippines.

A 2017 study (Morgensen et.Al.2017) showed that WHO's popular DTP is killing more African than 
the disease it pretends to prevent. Vaccinated girls suffered 10x the death rate of unvaccinated 
children.

Gates and the WHO refused to recall the lethal vaccine which WHO forces upon millions of African 
children annually.Global public health advocates around the world accuse Gates of - hijacking 
WHO's agenda away from the projects that are proven to curb infectious diseases; clean water, 
hygiene, nutrition and economic development.

They say he has diverted agency resources to serve his personal fetish - that good health only 
comes in a syringe.

In addition to using his philanthropy to control WHO, UNICEF, GAVI and PATH, Gates funds private 
pharmaceutical companies that manufacture vaccines, and a massive network of pharmaceutical 
-industry front groups that broadcast deceptive propaganda, develop fraudulent studies, conduct 
surveillance and psychological operations against vaccine hesitancy and use Gates' power and 
money to silence dissent and coerce compliance.
In this recent nonstop Pharmedia appearances, Gates appears gleeful that the Covid-19 crisis will 
give him the opportunity to force his third-world vaccine programs on American children. ..." 
[End quote.]



We note that the entirety of Gate's holdings and material fortune are not a drop in the bucket 
compared to the "value" of the harm and misery he has caused. At our published rate of one 
trillion dollars per American killed or permanently disabled, his entire fortune and all holdings are 
forfeit already, subject to seizure, liquidation, and confiscation for the benefit of his victims and 
their families.

James Clinton Belcher, Head of State
Anna Maria Riezinger, Fiduciary
The United States of America
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